

Notes on Session II, Breakout 2

Present: Bruce Baller, Tom Junk, Marta Torti from ICARUS, JimK, JimA., Dave Schmitz
On ReadyTalk: Wes Ketchum, Takuya Hasegawa
Start with asking the question “what is the difference between beam reconstruction and non-beam reconstruction?” Assume non-beam is essentially supernova neutrinos. Little difference seen.

Do not think numbers or efficiencies are appropriate for the requirements because the absolute numbers will vary by experiment.

Start with the requirement to measure the energy of beam neutrinos.

Brief discussion of format of requirements (“analyst shall have the ability to do” vs. “LArSoft shall provide.”)

Working on beam functional requirements. 

JimK would like to see the use cases developed one layer lower than the obvious layer. 

Working on Hit Finding section. A few words spoken on the differences between what ICARUS is doing and everyone else. Discussion of the discrimination of multiplets based on tracking.

Discussion of regions of interest and hit finding. Tom points out that DUNE gets its ROIs from the DAQ. Discussion of whether signal processing is experiment specific. Tom asks about noise hits. Expanding the definition of hit object to include more information. 

Working on Find Clusters.

Defining the properties of a cluster. Some discussion of the possibility of 3d clusters.  Noting the possibility that hits might be shared across multiple clusters.

Wes chimes in with a question about running clustering algorithms on MC truth hits. This is an important part of validation of reconstruction.

Moving on to Locate Tracks.

Going back to a discussion about processing multiple times with different algorithms.

Brief discussion of the least-biased way to refer to the information extracted from the stopping distance. Agreement on  “kinetic energy.”

Statement that Pandora attaches pid’s to particles, but that people might not trust it, particularly since it doesn’t use calorimeter-based id’s.

Shower reconstruction: Nobody in the room seems to be an expert in showers. There is a proposal to move on. Wes chimes in with some basic parameters. Dave suggests that we simply say the shower object should be audited.

Dave asks about LArSoft objects. Is it possible to add a new double to an existing object. Jim tells him that it is not true in general, but objects can be defined with extensible properties. 

Vertex finding: Started with a minimum vertex resolution of 2.5 cm. Bruce thinks that is an excessively specific quantity. We should also define what a vertex is. Bruce thinks there should be a general requirement that there is an encapsulation of the hierarchy of particles.

